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Abst ract Viruses are significant threats to the health and well-being of the
honey bee, Apis mellifera. To alleviate the threats posed by these

invasive organisms, a better understanding of bee viral infections

will be of crucial importance in developing effective and environ-

mentally benign disease control strategies. Although knowledge of

honey bee viruses has been accumulated considerably in the past

three decades, a comprehensive review to compile the various

aspects of bee viruses at the molecular level has not been reported.

This chapter summarizes recent progress in the understanding of

the morphology, genome organization, transmission, epidemiology,

and pathogenesis of honey bee viruses as well as their interactions

with their honey bee hosts. The future prospects of research of

honey bee viruses are also discussed in detail. The chapter has been

designed to provide researchers in the field with updated informa-

tion about honey bee viruses and to serve as a starting point for

future research.
I. INTROD UCTION

The honey bee, Apis mellifera L. (Hyme noptera: Apid ae), is found all over
the wo rld and plays an importan t role in the glob al econo my by assistin g
in the pollinatio n of a wide varie ty of foo d crops and by produc ing honey,
beesw ax, pollen, pro polis, royal jelly, and other hive prod ucts. To ensu re
an adequa te supply of bees for the poll ination of agricul tural crops and
the pro duction of hive produc ts, a heal thy a nd vigorous pop ulation of
honey bees will be essentia l. However , like other a nimals, honey bees are
ine vitabl y subj ect to in fection by a wi de variety of pathog ens that are
res ponsible for signifi cant colon y losses . Am ong honey bee pathog ens,
viru ses pose one of the majo r threa ts to the heal th and well-be ing of honey
bees and have caused serious concerns for researchers and beekeepers.

Viruses were first identified as a new class of pathogens infecting
honey bees when a US scientist, Dr. White, discovered that a filterable
agen t from diseas ed bee larvae co uld caus e sacbrood disease in the honey
bee ( White, 1913 ). Since then, at least 18 virus es have been reported to
infect honey bees worldwide (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn, 2005).
Although knowledge of honey bee viruses is still limited compared to that
of other well-studied insect viruses, such as baculoviruses, understanding
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of virus infections in honey bees has grown considerably over the last
three decades and a body of literature dealing with bee virus identifica-
tion, physiochemical properties, natural history, transmission, incidence,
and pathology has been accumulated. In this chapter, we describe recent
progress in understanding morphology, genome organization, transmis-
sion, epidemiology, and pathogenesis of honey bee viruses as well as their
interactions with their honey bee host. Infections of viruses in honey
bees have been reviewed previously. The main goal of this chapter is to
update previous findings with more recent work relating to the molecular
biology of the honey bee viruses, however, some main features of earlier
reviews: Bailey, 1976, 1981, 1982a; Bailey and Ball, 1991; Ball, 1996; Ball
and Bailey, 1991, 1997.
II. COMMON HONEY BEE VIRUSES

Viruses could attack at different developing stages and castes of the
honey bees, including eggs, larvae, pupae, adult worker bees, adult
drones, and queen of the colonies. Although bee viruses usually persist
as inapparent infections and cause no overt signs of disease, they can
dramatically affect honey bee health and shorten the lives of infected
bees under certain conditions (Ball and Allen, 1988; Martin, 2001). Of 18
viruses identified to attack honey bees, six viruses, namely, Deformed
wing virus (DWV), Black queen cell virus (BQCV), Sacbrood virus (SBV),
Kashmir bee virus (KBV), Acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV), and Chronic
bee paralysis virus (CBPV) are themost common infections and have been
objects of active research currently.
A. Deformed wing virus

DWVwas first isolated from diseased adult bees in Japan (Bailey and Ball,
1991). The occurrence and distribution of DWV has since been world-
wide. Except for Oceania, the infection of DWV so far has been reported
in Europe, North America, South America, Africa, Asia, and the Middle
East (Allen and Ball, 1996; Antúnez et al., 2006; Ellis and Munn, 2005). The
infection of DWV has also been identified inA. cerana in China (Bailey and
Ball, 1991).

DWV is one of a few bee viruses that cause well-defined disease
symptoms in infected bees. Typical disease symptoms of DWV infection
include shrunken, crumpled wings, decreased body size, and discolor-
ation in adult bees. However, the mechanism by which the DWV causes
the morphological deformities of the infected hosts is unclear. Aside
from the adult stage, DWV infection is also detected in other stages of
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bee development, including egg, larvae, and pupae. When pupae at the
normally multiplies slowly and rarely kills the pupae, instead mostly
causing deformity and early death in newly emerged adult bees. Adult
honey bees infected with DWV usually appear normal but are believed to
have a reduction in life span (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Ball and Bailey, 1997;
Kovac and Crailsheim, 1988).

DWV appears to be themost prevalent infection inA.mellifera in recent
years. Our 5-year field survey carried out in Beltsville, MD showed that
DWV infection occurred in 100% of the apiaries investigated (Y. P. C.,
unpublished observation). Similar results were reported previously by
Tentcheva et al. (2004b) who observed that DWVwas detected in over 97%
of French apiaries when the adult bee population was examined. A study
on the prevalence and distribution pattern of viruses in Austria demon-
strated that DWV was present in 91% of tested bee samples (Berényi et al.,
2006). Although high prevalence of DWV is not geographically related,
some seasonal variation in virus incidence was observed and the frequency
ofDWV infection in both adult bees andpupae increased considerably from
summer to autumn during the year (Tentcheva et al., 2004a,b). The striking
high incidence of DWV infection in honey bees obtained from these studies
indicate that DWV is prevalent over a wide range of geographic locations
and is likely to become an important cause of mortality in honey bee
colonies whenever a viral disease outbreak occurs, and warrants further
investigation in the epidemiology and pathogenesis of this pathogen.

Bee colonies infected with DWV are often found to be associated with
the infestation of a parasitic mite, Varroa destructor (Anderson and
Trueman, 2000). Both laboratory and field studies showed that the varroa
mite is an effective vector of the DWV (Ball and Allen, 1988; Bowen-
Walker et al., 1999; Martin et al., 1998; Nordström, 2003; Nordström
et al., 1999; Shen et al., 2005b). Varroa mites acquire the virus from infected
bees and transmit it to uninfected bees, which either develop morpholo-
gical deformities or die after the mites feed on them for a period of time.
Studies of virus status in varroa mites showed that DWV was present in
100% of varroa mites collected from Thailand (Chantawannakul et al.,
2006) and that varroa mites appeared to be DWV positive in 100% of
French apiaries (Tentcheva et al., 2004b). Evaluation of DWV infection in
individual bees showed that DWV was detected in 69% of bees collected
from mite-infested colonies in Poland (Topolska et al., 1995), and in over
90% of bees from mite-infested colonies in England (Ball, 2001). The high
frequency of DWV in mites and mite-infested bee colonies suggests that
the significant increase in prevalence of DWV infection in recent years is
likely associated with the worldwide infestation of varroa mites in honey
bees. It also suggests that the varroa mite may play a major role in colony
collapse due to the outbreak of viral disease.
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B. Sacbrood virus

SBV is the most widely distributed of all honey bee viruses. Since its first
identification in the United States in 1913 (White, 1913), infection of SBV
has been found on every continent where A. mellifera honey bees are
present (Allen and Ball, 1996; Bradbear, 1988; Ellis and Munn, 2005).

SBV attacks both brood and adult stages of bees, but larvae about
2-day old are most susceptible to SBV infections (Ball and Bailey, 1997).
SBV affects adult bees without causing obvious signs of disease, but the
infected adult bees may have a decreased life span (Bailey, 1969; Bailey
and Fernando, 1972). The initial spread of SBV within a colony occurs
when nurse bees become infected while removing larvae killed by SBV.
Virus particles accumulate in the hypopharyngeal glands of the nurse
bees and infected nurse bees can then spread the virus throughout the
colony by feeding larvae with their glandular secretion and exchanging
food with other adult bees including foraging bees. Infected foraging bees
spread the virus by passing it from their glandular secretions to the pollen
loads as they collect pollen. Young larvae become infected with the virus
by ingesting virus-contaminated food. The SBV starts to replicate in the
larva, and the infected larva turns pale yellow after the brood cell is
capped. As the disease progresses, the skin of the larva becomes leathery
and the larva fails to pupate because it cannot digest the old cuticle.
A large amount of fluid containing millions of SBV particles accumulates
between the body of a diseased larva and its saclike skin. Affected larvae
appear to be a water-filled sac when removed from the cell. Sacbrood
derives its name from the saclike appearance of the diseased larvae.

Infection of SBV can be readily diagnosed in the field because of the
characteristic symptoms produced in diseased brood. Typically, when
bee colonies are heavily infected with SBV, there are a number of partially
uncapped or completely uncapped brood cells scattered among capped
brood that can be found on the brood frame. Dead larva becomes a dark,
brittle scale can be easily removed from the brood cell, a characteristic that
differs from a bacterium-caused brood disease, American foulbrood.

Prevalence of SBV in honey bees has been found to be prominently
seasonal. Frequencies of SBV infection in spring and summer were signif-
icantly higher than in autumn (Anderson and Gibbs, 1988; Bailey et al.,
1981; Tentcheva et al., 2004b). The incidence of SBV has been believed to
be positively correlated with the number of susceptible brood and young
workers in the colonies. During the seasons of spring and summer, the
rich sources of pollen and nectar stimulate brood rearing and a great
number of new workers hatch from the brood cells, providing opportu-
nities for SBV to attack bees and multiply in the colonies. The seasonal
variation in SBV indirectly reflects variable susceptibility of different bee
developmental stages to the virus infection.
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SBV infection has been associated with varroa mite infestation. SBV
was detected in large amount of adult bees from varroa mite–infested
colonies (Antúnez et al., 2006; Ball, 1989; Berényi et al., 2006). Detection of
SBV in varroa mites (Chantawannakul et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2005a;
Tentcheva et al., 2004b) indicates that varroa mites have the potential to
transmit the virus in the bee colonies, although varroa mite as a vector in
transmitting SBV has not yet been experimentally demonstrated.

A new strain of SBV has been identified in the eastern honey bee,
A. cerana, from Thailand in 1982. Infection of Thai SBV (TSBV) was
also detected in India. TSBV is serologically related to SBV but not
physiochemically identical to SBV (Bailey, 1982b).
C. Black queen cell virus

BQCV was first isolated from dead queen larvae and prepupae sealed in
their cells that had turned dark brown to black alongwith the walls of the
cell (Bailey and Woods, 1977), hence the designation of the name. The
infection of BQCV in bees has been reported in North America, Central
America, Europe, Oceania, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East (Allen and
Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn, 2005).

BQCV mainly affects developing queen larvae and pupae in the
capped-cell stage. High incidences of the virus infection are observed in
queen-rearing colonies in spring and early summer (Laidlaw, 1979). Dis-
eased larvae have a pale yellow appearance and a tough saclike skin, a
disease symptom also seen in SBV-infected larvae. BQCV readily multi-
plies in the pupal stage of the honey bees. Infected pupae turn dark and die
rapidly. The wall of the queen cell eventually becomes dark colored,
a characteristic symptom of BQCV infection. Worker bees can also be
infected by BQCVbut normally do not exhibit outward disease symptoms.
BQCV does not multiply in bees when the virus particles are ingested.

Our 5-year field survey in Beltsville, MD showed that BQCV was the
second most common infection of honey bees in the field after DWV
(Y. P. C., unpublished observation). In 1993, Anderson (1993) reported
that BQCV was the most common cause of queen larvae mortality in
Australia. A study conducted by Tentcheva et al. (2004b) indicated that
BQCV infection was more prevalent in adult bees than in pupae and that
the incidence of BQCVwas higher in spring and summer than in autumn.
This result was consistent with a previous finding by Laidlaw (1979) that
BQCV was more prevalent in spring and summer during the year.

In the field, BQCV disease outbreak has been linked with infection of
a protozoan, Nosema apis. When the incidence of N. apis infection was
high during the spring and summer, the infection of BQCV was more
prevalent in honey bees (Bailey, 1981). It has been observed that BQCV
multiplied rapidly in adult bees infected with N. apis (Bailey, 1982a).
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BQCV is believed to be transmitted to queen brood via glandular secre-
tion of nurse bees during the feeding (Bailey, 1982a). N. apis infects
midgut tissues of the adult bees, increasing the susceptibility of the
alimentary tract to infection by BQCV. Bailey et al. (1981) reported that
honey bees infected with BQCV were found to be infected with N. apis
simultaneously from all parts of England and Wales during 1979. Field
survey ofAustrian apiaries showed thatN. apiswas found to be present in
78% of BQCV-positive bee samples and that 75% ofN. apis–infected colo-
nies were also infected with BQCV (Berényi et al., 2006). Similar results
were also obtained from a survey carried out in France (Tentcheva et al.,
2004b). Although positive association between the BQCV and N. apis
infections has been documented in the field observations, definite exper-
imental evidence for deciphering the mechanism of N. apis in activation
and transmission of BQCV infection remains to be determined.

Varroa mites are thought to sometimes act as a vector for BQCV
(Bailey, 1976). Detection of BQCV in varroa mites collected from a Thai
honey bee apiary supports this assumption (Chantawannakul et al., 2006).
However, an investigation conducted by Tentcheva et al. (2004b) yielded a
different result; BQCV was never detected in any of the varroa mites they
examined. Further studies to confirm the role of varroa mites as a vector
in BQCV transmission will be necessary.
D. Kashmir bee virus

The origin of KBV in the bee species is obscure. KBV was first isolated
from adult western honey bees, A. mellifera, that were experimentally
inoculated with an extract prepared from the diseased Asian honey bee
(A. cerana) in Kashmir, northwestern region of India, hence the name
(Bailey and Woods, 1977). Subsequently, KBV has been detected in
A. mellifera collected from Australia (Bailey et al., 1979). The detection of
KBV in the natural population ofA.mellifera in Australia was unexpected
because A. cerana, which is assumed to be the original host of KBV, does
not exist there. Later, strains of KBV have been found in A.mellifera from
Canada and New Zealand (Allen and Ball, 1995; Anderson, 1985), Fiji
(Anderson, 1990), Spain (Allen and Ball, 1995), and the United States
(Bruce et al., 1995; Hung et al., 1995). The unexpected emergence of KBV
in the countries such as Australia and New Zealand might be due to the
importation of bees from North American or other countries where KBV
is endemic. So far, infection of KBV in A. mellifera has also been docu-
mented in several countries in Europe and Oceania (Allen and Ball, 1996;
Ellis and Munn, 2005; Siede et al., 2005).

KBV attacks all stages of the bee life cycle (Hornitzky, 1981, 1982) and
commonly persists within brood and adult bees as an inapparent infec-
tion (Anderson and Gibbs, 1988; Dall, 1985). The disease and mortality
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caused by KBV infection occurs in different developing stages of bees
without clearly defined disease symptoms. Among all of the viruses
infecting honey bees, KBV is considered to be the most virulent under
laboratory conditions. It multiplies quickly once a few viral particles are
introduced into the bee hemolymph and can cause bee mortality within
3 days. However, KBV does not cause infection when adult bees are fed
with foodmixedwith KBV particles. The virus probably invades the bees
through the cuticle by direct contact between live bees (Bailey et al., 1979).

KBV is genetically, serologically, and pathologically closely related to
another bee virus ABPV. Infection of KBV in honey bees resembles infec-
tion caused by ABPV in several ways. For example, both viruses usually
persist as inapparent infections in bees and replicate readily only when
injected into the hemolymph of adult bees (Anderson, 1991). Immunodif-
fusion tests showed that strains of KBV from Canada and Spain were even
more serologically closely related to ABPV than were other KBV strains
(Allen and Ball, 1995). Molecular analysis revealed KBV and ABPV share
about 70% sequence homology over the entire genome, although there
are significant differences in several critical areas of the genomes between
the two viruses (De Miranda et al., 2004). Phylogenetic analyses suggest
that KBV and ABPV are distinct viruses and can be inferred to be different
species, even though there is no clear geographic and ecological separation
between the two viruses (De Miranda et al., 2004; Evans, 2001).

Incidence of KBV infection in honey bees is less prevalent, as com-
pared with other highly prevalent bee viruses such as DWV, BQCV, and
SBV. Field survey of honey bee viruses on a large geographic scale of
France showed that KBV was found in 17% of the apiaries for adult
population, and 5% of the apiaries for pupae versus 97% and 94% of
the apiaries with DWV infection for adult and pupae, and 86% and 80%
of apiaries with SBV infection for adult and pupae, 86% and 23%with SBV
infection for adult and pupae, respectively (Tentcheva et al., 2004b).
Although KBV has been considered to be more widespread in the United
States than in Europe (Allen and Ball, 1996), field survey from 2002 to 2006
in Maryland indicated that the incidence of KBV infection varied sig-
nificantly from year to year with more than 50% of apiaries with KBV
infection in 2002 and about 10–20% of the apiaries with KBV infection for
the rest of the years (Y. P. C., unpublished observation).

Although KBV usually persists as an inapparent infection in honey
bees, infection of KBV can be activated to a lethal level in the presence of
varroa mites (Bailey et al., 1979). A high mite-infestation level could result
in high virulence in the bee colonies (Hung et al., 1996b). It has been
experimentally proven that varroa mites were effective vectors of KBV.
They transmitted KBV in the same way as they transmitted DWV in bee
colonies (Chen et al., 2004b). Varroa mites acquired KBV from virus-
infected bees and transferred the virus to virus-negative hosts during
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feeding. Varroa mites also acquired virus from KBV-positive mites by
cohabiting in the same cell with virus-positive mites via a bee host inter-
mediary. A subsequent study conducted by Shen et al. (2005b) further
supports the role of varroa mites as a vector in transmitting KBV in bees.
E. Acute bee paralysis virus

ABPV was first discovered during laboratory infectivity tests with CBPV
(Bailey et al., 1963). When bees were experimentally inoculated with
purified CBPV particles, the bees remained flightless and trembling for
about 5–7 days before they died. In contrast, when healthy bees were
injected with extract prepared from a group of apparently healthy bees and
incubated for 5–6 days, most of the bees became flightless and died quickly.
Virus particles were isolated from the extracts of those apparently healthy
bees that caused bee acute paralysis, hence the designation of the name
to distinguish it from CBPV (Bailey et al., 1963). Since its first identifica-
tion, the presence of ABPV in honeybees of A. mellifera has been reported
in North America, Central and South America, Europe, Oceania, Asia,
Africa, and the Middle East (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn, 2005).

ABPV can be detected in both brood and adult stages of bee develop-
ment. In the field, ABPV commonly occurred in apparently healthy adult
bees, particularly during the summer, and infection of ABPV was rarely
noticed to be associated with disease or mortality of bees (Bailey, 1965b;
Bailey et al., 1981). Spread of ABPV in the colonies is probably via salivary
gland secretion of infected adult bees when glandular secretions are fed to
young larvae or mixed in the pollen. Infected larvae either die before they
are sealed in brood cell if large amounts of virus particles were ingested,
or survive to emerge as inapparently infected adult bees (Bailey and
Ball, 1991).

ABPV is considered to be the second most-prevalent virus in Austria
(Berényi et al., 2006), though it has been a sporadic infection in the United
States only for the last 5 years based on our survey results (unpublished
observation). ABPV has been identified as a major cause for the decline
and collapse of bee colonies that were also infested with varroa mites in
Europe and the United States (Antúnez et al., 2006; Bakonyi et al., 2002;
Ball, 1989; Ball and Allen, 1988; Berényi et al., 2006; Faucon et al., 1992;
Hung et al., 1996c; Kulincevic et al., 1990). The laboratory experiments
by Ball (1989) demonstrated that varroa mites can act as a virus vector
and transmit ABPV from severely infected bees to healthy adult bees and
brood via feeding activities. Detection of ABPV in varroa mites further
supports the possible role of varroa mites in the virus transmission
(Allen et al., 1986; Bakonyi et al., 2002; Chantawannakul et al., 2006;
Tentcheva et al., 2004b). In addition to acting as a vector of the virus, the
varroamite is also believed to serve as an activator ofABPV in infected bees.
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Detection of large amounts of the virus in diseased or dead bees from
colonies heavily infested with varroa mites suggests that infestation of
varroa mites may stimulate the virus to replicate to the amounts sufficient
to cause bee disease and mortality (Ball and Allen, 1988; Faucon et al., 1992;
Hung et al., 1996c; Kulincevic et al., 1990).While varroamites might activate
ABPV replication, replication of the virus in bees can be also induced by
some other factors. Previous studies showed that ABPVwas present in bees
from apiaries where no APBV-positive varroa mites were detected
(Tentcheva et al., 2004b) and that replication of ABPV can be activated to
detectable concentrations by injection of potassiumphosphate buffer (Hung
et al., 1996c), suggesting that the varroa mite is not the sole factor contribut-
ing to the disease outbreaks of ABPV infection.
F. Chronic bee paralysis virus

CBPVwas identified as a cause of adult bee paralysis by Bailey et al. (1963)
after long suspicion that the tracheal mite, Acarapis woodi, was the culprit
of the paralysis. Later, CBPV was extracted from naturally paralyzed bees
as one of the first viruses isolated from honey bees (Bailey et al., 1968).
CBPV has since been detected in adult bees of A. mellifera from every
continent except South America (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn,
2005).

CBPV mainly attacks adult bees and causes two forms of ‘‘paralysis’’
symptoms in bees (Bailey, 1975). The most common one is characterized
by an abnormal trembling of the body and wings, crawling on the ground
due to the flight inability, bloated abdomens, and dislocated wings. The
other form is identified by the presence of hairless, shiny, and black-
appearing bees that are attacked and rejected from returning to the
colonies at the entrance of the hives by guard bees. Both forms of symp-
toms can be seen in bees from the same colony. The variation in the
disease symptoms may reflect differences among individual bees in
inherited susceptibility to the multiplication of the virus (Kulincevic and
Rothenbuhler, 1975; Rinderer et al, 1975).

While CBPV causes the same symptoms of trembling and the inabil-
ity to fly in infected bees that ABPV does, the two viruses are different
in several ways: CBPV is the less virulent of the two viruses, as CBPV
takes several days to kill the diseased bees while ABPV takes only 1 day;
the shapes of the two viruses are different—CBPV particles are asymmet-
ric and ABPV particles are isometric; there are many more virus particles
of CBPV than of ABPV in naturally paralyzed bees (Bailey, 1965a).

Laboratory tests were carried out to investigate the infectivity of CBPV
by injecting purified virus particles into the hemolymph of bees, spraying
virus preparation on the surfaces of bees, or mixing virus particles with
colony food (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Bailey et al., 1983). The results showed
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that CBPV was readily transmitted to bees by topical application of virus
particles after hairs on the surface of the body were denuded. The results
also showed that CBPV is not readily replicated to the level sufficient to
cause disease when the virus was introduced in bees via food. Accord-
ingly, CBPV naturally spread best among bees when the colonies were the
most crowded. The close contact of overcrowded bees breaks hairs from
the cuticle, allowing CBPV to spread from diseased bees to healthy bees
via their exposed epidermal cytoplasm. It is likely that any factors that
result in decreased foraging activities and crowded conditions in the bee
colonies may lead to disease outbreaks of CBPV.

It has been reported that CBPV is very widespread in Britain and
infects most bees and causes mortality in bee colonies (Bailey et al., 1981).
The incidence of CBPV in Britain declined from 8% in 1947 to less than 2%
by 1963 based on the samples submitted by beekeepers. The decrease in
CBPV incidence coincided with the decline in the total number of bee
colonies during that period of time (Bailey et al., 1983). In Austria, CBPV
was found to be present in different geographic regions and infection of
CBPVwas detected in 10% of bee colonies suffering from various diseases
(Berényi et al., 2006). A field survey in France showed that CBPV was the
least prevalent of all examined viruses and that infection of CBPV was
detected only in adult bees with the maximum frequency of 4% in the
colonies. Infection of CBPV also did not appear to follow any seasonal
pattern (Tentcheva et al., 2004b). In the United States, incidence of CBPV
has been very sporadic for the last 5 years and less than 1% of bees were
identified with CBPV infection in the colonies. Field survey in France and
Thailand showed that all examined varroa mites were negative for CBPV.
This result suggests that the varroa mite is unlikely a vector of CBPV.

CBPV is often associated with the ‘‘satellite’’ virus, chronic paralysis
virus associate (CPVA). CPVA is a single-stranded, isometric RNA satel-
lite virus that is of unknown significance. It is serologically unrelated to
CBPV but cannot multiply in the absence of CBPV (Ball et al., 1985).
III. TAXONOMY

A. Virion properties

Aside from the filamentous virus and the A. iridescent virus, all honey bee
viruses reported so far share a genome of positive-sense single-stranded
RNA; icosahedral, pseudo T ¼ 3 structure symmetry; and are free of
a lipid-containing envelope although they differ somewhat in their
biological properties. The outer shell of the capsid is composed of 60
repeated protomers, each consisting of a single molecule of three subunits
VP1, VP2, and VP3. In addition to these three subunits, there is a smaller
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FIGURE 1 (A) Virus band after CsCl density gradient centrifugation. The virus-

containing band was collected for subsequent electron micrograph and RT-PCR analyses.

(B) Electron micrograph of honey bee virus particles. Bee viruses are spherical to slightly

oval particles about 29 nm in diameter as determined from EM. Bar marker represents

0.1 mM. (C) The virus preparation used for this electron micrograph was also examined

for the presence of six viruses: ABPV, BQCV, CBPV, DWV, KBV, and SBV by RT-PCR. The

primers used in the study were the same as reported earlier (Chen et al., 2005). Four

viruses, BQCV, DWV, KBV, and SBV, were detected in the virus preparation. Primer pair

specific for BQCV, DWV, KBV, and SBV amplified a PCR fragment of 700, 702, 415, and

824 bp, respectively. Lane 1, 100-bp DNA ladder; Lane 2, ABPV; Lane 3, BQCV; Lane 4,

CBPV; Lane 5, DWV; Lane 6, KBV; Lane 7, SBV; and Lane 8, Negative control (previously

identified negative sample). As shown in electron micrograph, no significant difference

in the virion size and morphology could be observed among the four different virus

particles (modified from Chen et al., 2006a).
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fourth protein VP4 that is present in the virions of some viruses such as
BQCV and ABPV (Govan et al., 2000; Leat et al., 2000). VP4 is not exposed
at the surface of the viral particle and is located on the internal surface of
the fivefold axis below VP1. The capsid proteins play important roles in
the protection of viral RNA from activities of RNases and irregular
environments and in the determination of viral host specificity and tissue
tropism.

Electron micrographs reveal that honey bee virions are spherical to
slightly ovoid in shape, approximately 17–30 nm in diameter. The virions
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possess a buoyant density in CsCl ranging from 1.33 to 1.42 g/ml, and
a sedimentation coefficient between 100S and 190S (Bailey, 1976; Ball
and Bailey, 1991). It is a common phenomenon that several viruses of
similar size and shape coexist in natural populations of honey bees
(Anderson andGibbs, 1988; Chen et al., 2004c). Purified virus preparations
are therefore rarely free of contaminating viruses. As shown in Fig. 1, the
virus preparation used for electron microscope analysis was determined
by Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) analysis
to contain four different viruses BQCV, DWV, KBV, and SBV. No signifi-
cant differences in virion size and morphology could be observed among
the virus particles that comprised the four different viruses (Chen et al.,
2004c). This is in general agreement with previous EM studies of viruses
isolated from bees (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Bailey andWoods, 1977) and bee
mites (Kleespies et al., 2000).
B. Genome organization and classification

The genomes of the positive-stranded RNA viruses are directly involved
in several key viral processes including acting as mRNAs for translation
of viral proteins, serving as templates for viral genome replication, and
being assembled into progeny of viral particles along with structural
proteins. Of course, genomes of honey bee viruses are involved in each
of these processes. The replication of viruses occurs entirely in the cyto-
plasm of the host cell. The virus particle attaches to the surface of the host
cell and interacts with a receptor on the host cell membrane and releases
its RNA genome into the host cell. No viral enzymes/proteins enter the
host cell along with the viral genome. Once inside the host cell, the RNA
genome is translated into the protein precursors that undergo a cascade of
cleavages to form structural and functional proteins for RNA replication.
With the help of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), the positive-
stranded RNA genome is copied to a negative-stranded intermediate,
which serves as a template for replication of new genomic strands.
When sufficient positive-stranded progeny RNAs and structure proteins
are generated, they are packed into progeny viral particles. The progeny
virions then travel to the cell surface where they are released.

Most honey bee viruses belong to the picorna-like virus super-
family and have the following characteristics in their genomic structure:
(1) a single molecule of RNA genome coated with a capsid protein shell;
(2) a small protein called VPg (viral protein genome linked) covalently
attached to the 50 end of the viral RNA genome. VPg is responsible for
stabilizing the 50 end of the RNA genome and serves as a primer for
replication and translation, contrary to cellular mRNAs where a methy-
lated G cap is attached at the 50end; (3) at the 50 end, a long untranslated
region (UTR) containing a ‘‘cloverleaf’’ secondary structure, presumably
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involved in initiation of translation; (4) a string of adenylic acid residue
linked to the 30 end of the RNA genome and the length of the poly(A)
tail is genetically determined and varies in different viruses; and (5) the
30 terminal sequences of the genomic RNA that can be folded into a
stem-loop structure presumably involved in RNA replication.

To date, the complete genome sequences of six honey bee viruses
including ABPV (Govan et al., 2000), BQCV (Leat et al., 2000), DWV
(Lanzi et al., 2006), KBV (De Miranda et al., 2004), Kakugo virus (KV)
(Fujiyuki et al., 2004), and SBV (Ghosh et al., 1999), and partial genome
sequences of CBPV (GenBank accession number: AF461061) have been
reported. The genomic information of these viruses provides consider-
able insight into the basic gene structure and organization of honey bee
viruses. The genome sizes of honey bee viruses range from 8550 to 10,140
bp, excluding the poly(A) tail. The genomes of bee viruses are enriched in
AU (58.97–62.4%), compared to the content of GC (37.6–40.71%) (Table I).
Genomes of SBV, DWV, and KV contain one large open reading frame
(ORF), while genomes of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV contain two nonover-
lapping ORFs. According to the gene order of the proteins, honey bee
viruses are divided into two forms of genomic organization. The genomes
of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV are monopartite bicistronic with the nonstruc-
tural proteins encoded in the 50-proximal ORF and the structural proteins
encoded in the 30-proximal ORF. In contrast, the genomes of SBV, DWV,
and KV are monopartite monocistronic with the structural proteins
encoded in the 50-proximal ORF and the nonstructural proteins encoded
in the 30-proximal ORF (Fig. 2). Based largely on their genomic organi-
zation, BQCV, KBV, and ABPV, formerly known as insect picorna-like
viruses, are assigned to Cripavirus, a genus belonging to family Dicis-
troviridae. SBV and DWV are assigned to the genus Iflavirus which is a
‘‘floating genus’’ and not yet assigned to a family (Mayo, 2002).

Phylogenetic analysis using either amino acid sequence alignment of
helicase or RdRp of viruses showed that KBV, APBV, and BQCV formed
a common lineage with picorna-like viruses that infect plants, insects,
and vertebrate. KBV is closely related to ABPV in the phylogenetic tree
and BQCV tended to group together with KBV and ABPV but not closely
related to them. DWV, KV, and SBV fell into a separate group, with DWV
and KV more closely related to one another to SBV in the group (Fig. 3).
KV is a novel picorna-like virus isolated from the brains of worker bees
and has been associated with aggressive behaviors in worker bees
(Fujiyuki et al., 2004, 2005, 2006). Although there are significant differ-
ences in the L protein region of the RNA genomes (Lanzi et al., 2006) and
in the host pathology (Fujiyuki et al., 2005, 2006; Rortais et al., 2006)
between KV and DWV, the species status of KV has not been defined so
far because it shares the same host and high nucleotide sequence identity



TABLE I Genome of honey bee viruses

Viruses Size (bp)

Base composition (%) GenBank

accession

no. ReferencesA U G C

ABPV 9470 30.3 30.4 20.5 18.8 AF150629 Govan et al.,

2000

BQCV 8550 29.2 30.6 21.6 18.5 AF183905 Leat et al.,

2000

DWV 10,140 29.5 32.3 22.4 15.8 NC004830 Lanzi et al.,

2006

SBV 8832 29.8 29.4 24.4 16.4 AF092924 Ghosh et al.,

1999
KBV 9524 33.8 28.6 20.2 17.4 NC004807 De Miranda

et al., 2004
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FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of genomes of honey bee viruses. The RNA

genome is covalently attached by a genome-linked virion protein (VPg) at the 50 and a

poly(A) tail at 30 ends. Genomes of honey bee viruses are organized in two different

ways. (A) The genomes of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV are monopartite bicistronic with

nonstructural genes at the 50 end and structural genes at the 30 end. The 50 UTR and the

untranslated intergentic region (IGR) between the two ORFs can initiate efficient

translation as the internal ribosomal entry site (IRES). (B) The genome of SBV and DWV

are monopartite monocistronic genomes with structural genes at the 50end and

nonstructural genes at the 30 end (Chen et al., 2006a).
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(97%) with DWV. Further investigation of the virus biological properties
such as antigenicity, natural cell, and tissue tropism will help to define
whether KV is a species distinct from DWV or if KV and DWV are
different variants of the same species.
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FIGURE 3 Phylogenetic trees derived from the putative helicase (A) and RdRp (B) amino
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ALPV, Aphid lethal paralysis virus; BBWV, Broad bean wilt virus; BQCV, Black queen cell
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The monopartite bicistronic genomes are also characterized by two
ORFs that are separated by an untranslated intergenic region (IGR). Both
50 UTR and the IGR contain highly structured RNA sequences that func-
tion as internal ribosomal entry sites (IRESs) for facilitating the cap-
independent translation of the viral proteins, though no sequences and
translation initiation mechanisms are the same for two IRES elements.
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The 50 UTR-IRES and IGR-IRES elements were first reported in picorna-
viruses by Jang et al. (1988) and Pelletier and Sonenberg (1988), res-
pectively. Since then, IRES elements have been detected in genomes of
several other positive-stranded RNA viruses (Hellen and Sarnow, 2001;
Sasaki and Nakashima, 1999). Sequence alignments of the IGR of ABPV,
BQCV, and KBV with other positive-stranded RNA viruses that were
experimentally identified with IRESs (Sasaki and Nakashima, 1999)
revealed a considerable level of sequence similarities and indicated the
existence of IRES elements in the IGR of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV. Amino
acid sequence analysis revealed thatmethionine is the initial amino acid in
the translation of the capsid proteins ofABPV, BQCV, andKBV, in contrast
to the non-AUG codons found in genes of capsid proteins of several
other members of the Dicistroviridae (Domier et al., 2000; Sasaki and
Nakashima, 2000; Wilson et al., 2000). There is no evidence that transla-
tion of proteins is mediated by IRES for the monopartite monocistronic
genome.
IV. TRANSMISSION MODES

Viruses are obligate intracellular parasites that can only multiply inside
living host cells utilizing the host cell’s metabolic machinery. In order to
survive, viruses must have ways to invade hosts and be transmitted from
one host to another. Transmission processes determine the persistence
and the spread of viruses in a population. In theory, transmission of a
virus can occur horizontally or vertically, or both. In horizontal transmis-
sion, viruses are transmitted between different individuals of the same
generation. In vertical transmission, viruses are passed vertically from
mother to offspring via egg during its development through the follicle
cells or after completion of egg development. Horizontal transmission of a
virus can occur by the following means: foodborne transmission, fecal–
oral transmission, venereal (sexual) transmission, airborne transmission,
and/or vector-borne transmission. Vertical transmission can be further
divided into transovum transmission in which viruses are transmitted on
the surface of the egg and/or transovarian transmission in which viruses
are transmitted within the egg.

Honey bees are eusocial insects and are characterized by the following
traits: (1) they live in colonies consisting of overlapping generations: one
mother queen and her successors, 20,000–60,000 workers and several
hundred drones; (2) there is a reproductive division of labor, that is,
sterile workers contribute their entire lives to support reproduction of a
single egg-laying queen in the colony; and (3) each member of the bee
colony works together in a highly structured social order and engages
in extensive coordinating activities, including rearing brood, defending
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against invaders, foraging for food, and constructing the combs. The den-
sely crowded populations and high contact rate between colony members
in honey bee colonies provide an ideal environment for transmission of
pathogens. Because of the importance of the transmission processes in the
dynamics of virus infections, elucidation of virus transmission in honey
bees represents one of the rapidly developing research fields. Our under-
standing of bee virus transmission has markedly advanced, and intricate
routes of transmission have been identified and documented in honey
bees during the last 5 years.
A. Horizontal transmission

1. Foodborne transmission
Foodborne transmission is a means of spreading infection that occurs
after eating virus-contaminated food and is the most common route of
virus transmission. Natural food in honey bee colony consists of honey,
pollen, and royal jelly. The foraging worker bees collect the nectar from
flowers and store it in their stomach ‘‘honey sacs.’’ After returning to the
colonies, foraging bees regurgitate the nectar and pass it on to nurse bees
that add an enzyme to convert the nectar into honey used as an energy
component of the bee diet. The worker bees also visit flowers to collect
pollen that is brought back to the hive as a load on the hind leg and used
as a protein source for bee brood to grow. Both honey and pollen are
also stored in the combs of the hive for the winter months when nectar
and pollen sources are scarce. Royal jelly is a secretion of the hypophar-
yngeal and mandibular glands of nurse bees. It is used by the nurse bees
to feed the queen bee and young larvae. Although trophallactic chain is
an important cohesive force in honey bee colonies, trophallactic activities
of honey bees, including processing nectar, packing pollen, feeding the
brood, and attending the queen, offer the potential for foodborne trans-
mission of pathogens. It is very likely that contamination of food by
viruses can occur during foraging or processing by virus-infected workers
and that foodborne infection can take place by eating virus-contaminated
food. Under conditions of high population density, high contact rate, and
high trophallactic rate, direct foodborne transmission may be a significant
route for spreading viruses in bee colonies. Evidence of the foodborne
transmission pathway in bees has been provided by detection of viruses
in food resources. Early studies demonstrated virus transmission to lar-
vae via brood feeding by the detection of viruses in the thoracic gland and
hypopharyngeal gland of honey bees (Bailey, 1969; Bailey and Ball, 1991).
A study conducted by Shen et al. (2005a) showed that two viruses, KBV
and SBV, were detected in colony food including honey, pollen, and royal
jelly as well as in all developmental stages of bees, suggesting the involve-
ment of colony food in the spread of virus infections. Similar findings
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were reported by Chen et al. (2006a) who found that two viruses, BQCV
and DWV, were detected in honey and six viruses, including ABPV,
BQCV, CBPV, DWV, KBV, and SBV, were detected in pollen samples.
The two viruses BQCV and DWV found in the honey were also present in
over 80% of the examined brood and adult workers in the bee colonies
where the colony food was collected. Although ABPV, CBPV, KBV, and
SBV were detected in pollen samples, the same viruses were not detected
in the bees and their glandular secretion, royal jelly (Chen et al., 2006a).
These results suggest that bees ingesting virus-contaminated food such as
pollen might not always be necessarily infected. The successful infection
of a virus may depend on the amount of the virus introduced into the bees
and the pathogenic nature of the virus. When a virus is activated to
replicate to the amount sufficient to cross the epithelial barrier of the
digestive tract and invade different parts of bee body, infection of the
virus will likely be detected in different parts of bee and bee products
such as royal jelly.

2. Fecal–oral transmission
Fecal–oral transmission spreads pathogens by transferring feces of dis-
eased hosts to uninfected hosts via ingestion and is strongly suspected
in environments with overcrowded conditions. Honey bee colonies with
densely crowded populations should be a favorable condition for this
transmission route. Evidence of a fecal-borne transmission route of
viruses in honey bees has been provided by the detection of viruses in
feces and digestive tracts of bees. Chen et al. (2006b) demonstrated the
presence of two viruses BQCV and DWV in the feces freshly defecated by
individual queens. Among samples examined for viruses, 100% of feces
samples tested positive for the presence of BQCV, and 90% of feces sam-
ples tested positive for the presence of DWV. Findings by Chen et al.
(2006b) were consistent with previous reports that viruses were found
in the feces of worker bees (Bailey and Gibbs, 1964; Hung, 2000). Detection
of viruses in feces of bees suggests the possibility of the existence of
foodborne transmission in honey bees, where infected bees eliminate
viruses in their feces and uninfected bees can be infected by feeding on
feces-contaminated food or by cleaning the infected bees’ feces accumu-
lated in the hive. Oral infection of viruses by contaminated food can be
further traced by examination of the digestive gut for virus infections. The
studies showed that the same viruses found in feces were also detected in
the digestive tract of the bees, providing further evidence of the ingestion
of virus-contaminated food and the existence of foodborne or fecal–oral
transmission routes in honey bees (Chen et al., 2006b). In addition, quan-
tification of virus load in different bee tissues indicated that virus titer
was significantly higher in the digestive tract than other tissues tested
(Chen et al., 2006b), indicating that the digestive tract was the primary site
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of virus accumulation and the epithelial cell lining of the digestive tract
may constitute the major portal for the spread of virus infection in bees.

3. Venereal transmission
Venereal transmission is a type of infection in which pathogens are
transmitted between two sexes during mating. In honey bees, each virgin
queen mates with 10 or more drones and semen acquired from multiple
drones is stored in the spermatheca, a special pouch in each queen’s body.
After mating, queens return to the colonies and release a small amount of
sperm at a time to fertilize their eggs. After vitellogenesis and egg matu-
ration are completed, the queens start to lay eggs. If drones in honey bee
colonies are infected with viruses, the mating can pose an opportunity for
horizontal transmission of viruses from infected drones to queens via
semen, which in turn further contributes to the transovarial transmission
of viruses from queens to their eggs. The detection of viruses in adult
drones (Chen et al., 2004a), semen (Chen et al., 2006a; Yue et al., 2006), and
in the spermatheca of queens (Chen et al., 2006b) implies the existence of
venereal transmission in honey bees. However, it is unclear at this point
whether virus infection in queens is a result of foodborne transmission or
venereal transmission or both. Further studies will be required to define
the role of drones in the spread of virus infections to queens.

4. Airborne transmission
Airborne transmission is a method of spreading infection through
aerosol-containing infectious agents that can remain suspended in the
air for long periods. Pathogens carried in aerosol are disseminated by air
currents and inhaled by susceptible hosts in a localized area. In a honey
bee colony, worker bees function as a single unit to maintain a steady
temperature within 0.5 �C of 35 �C (Simpson, 1961). During the winter
seasons when the ambient temperature is below the temperature range,
bees cluster together and raise their metabolic rate to conserve and gener-
ate heat. During the summer season when the ambient temperature is
above the temperature range, worker bees collect water as well as nectar,
evaporate it, and establish air currents through the colony to reduce the
internal colony temperature and to prevent the brood nest from over-
heating. The special thermoregulation mechanism of honey bees creates
an active circulating environment within the bee colonies, which might
provide opportunities for transmission of viruses via the airborne route.
A study carried out by Lighthart et al. (2005) reported that honey bees not
only absorb airborne bacterial spores but also viruses and showed that
honey bees induced to fly in a miniature wind tunnel absorbed aerosol
that carried a virus, bacteriophage MS2. Although there is no epidemio-
logical or laboratory data on airborne transmission of honey bee viruses,
the results demonstrated in studies of Lighthart et al. imply the possibility
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that honey bee viruses can be carried by aerosol and spread in the bee
colonies through the infected bees to susceptible bees in the colonies.
To prove this hypothesis, further studies will be needed.

5. Vector-borne transmission
Vector-borne transmission is an indirect route of horizontal transmission
and involves an intermediate biological host, a vector, which acquires and
transmits viruses from one host to another. The varroa mite is an obligate
parasite of the honey bee attacking different developmental stages and
castes of bees and is considered to be the most important pest of honey
bees around the world. The entire life cycle of the varroa mite is spent
with their honey bee hosts. Female mites feed on the bee larvae and lay
eggs of both sexes in the brood cells. Developing mites feed on immature
bees. After the mites mature, male and female mites mate inside of the
capped brood cell. The male dies after copulation and females emerge
from the brood cell along with their bee host and seek another host to
repeat the life cycle. The feeding of varroa mites can result in a decline in
host vigor, immunity, weight, shorter bee life span, and the eventual
destruction of the colonies within a few years (De Jong et al., 1982;
Korpela et al., 1992; Kovac and Crailsheim, 1988; Weinberg and Madel,
1985; Yang and Cox-Foster, 2005). In addition to its direct impact on host
health, the feeding of mites on bees provides entry for diseases; both
nymph and adult mites feed on bees using their piercing mouthparts
to penetrate the body walls of bees to suck the hemolymph. The mites
can therefore act as vectors for pathogens during the feeding. The detec-
tion of several bee viruses in varroa mites indicates the possible role of
varroa mites as vectors in the transmission of viruses among honey bees
(Chantawannakul et al., 2006; Fujiyuki et al., 2006; Hung and Shimanuki,
1999; Ongus et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005b; Tentcheva et al., 2004a,b; Yue
and Genersch, 2005). Previous field investigations reported that viral
infections in honey bees have been involved in the collapse of bee colonies
also infested with varroa mites (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ball and Allen, 1988;
Kulincevic et al., 1990). Several viral disease outbreaks including ABPV,
CBPV, slow paralysis virus (SPV), BQCV, KBV, Cloudy wing virus
(CWV), SBV, and DWV have been documented to be associated with
the infestation of varroa mites (Allen and Ball, 1996; Allen et al., 1986;
Ball and Allen, 1988; Martin, 2001; Martin et al., 1998, Tentcheva et al.,
2004b). The term ‘‘bee parasitic mite syndrome’’ has been used to describe
a disease complex in which colonies are simultaneously infected with
viruses and infested with varroa mites (Shimanuki et al., 1994). The obser-
vation of positive correlation between the levels of varroa mite infestation
and the levels of virus concentration in infected bees suggests that vector-
borne transmission exists in honey bees and that the varroa mite is not
only a vector but also an activator of bee viruses (Ball and Allen, 1988).
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The frequent observations of the association of varroa mite infestation
with virus infections in honey bees led to laboratory experiments to
further define the role of varroa mites in vectoring virus infections. The
fact that varroa mites act as vectors in acquiring and transmitting viruses
from severely infected individuals to healthy bees in bee colonies has
been experimentally demonstrated in several studies. Bowen-Walker et al.
(1999) provided the first circumstantial evidence that the varroa mite was
an effective vector of DWV in bee colonies. Using serological methods,
they demonstrated that varroa mites obtained DWV from infected bees
and acted as vectors to transmit the virus to uninfected bees, which conse-
quently developed morphological deformities or died after the mites fed
on them for certain periods of time. Subsequent studies conducted by
Chen et al. (2004b) provided strong evidence that the varroa mite is a
vector in transmitting KBV to bees. By collecting mites from the KBV-
infected colonies and experimentally introducing variable numbers of
mites into the individually sealed brood cells of the KBV-negative colo-
nies, a significant positive relationship between the percentage of pupae
becoming virus positive and the number of mites introduced per brood
cell were found. The more donor mites that were introduced, the greater
the incidence of virus was detected in the recipient brood. Representative
results obtained from one transmission experiment showed the follow-
ing results: in the group with no mite introduction, all brood were virus
negative; in the group with one, two, three, and four mites introduced per
cell, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 100% brood were KBV positive, respectively.
This study definitely showed that varroamites are capable of transmitting
KBV to bee brood. Additional observations were made in the same study.
Evaluation of the transmission efficiency of the virus revealed that virus
frequency in the mites was directly correlated with the number of mites
per cell. The more mites introduced into each brood cell, the higher the
chance of all mites becoming KBV positive, as long as at least onemite had
KBV. While 37% of mites involved in the single mite introductions were
determined to be KBV positive 5 days after their introduction into the
cells, this percentage rose to 60% in two-mite introductions, 72% in three-
mite introductions, and 94% in four-mite introductions. This result sug-
gests that not only do mites transmit viruses to their bee hosts, but
noninfected mites can also acquire viruses by cohabiting in a cell with
virus-positive mites, presumably via a honey bee intermediary. There-
fore, mites emerging from multiple-infested cells can play a dispropor-
tionate role in the spread of viruses within the colony. Shen et al. (2005b)
provided further evidence for the role of varroamites in transmitting KBV
and DWV in honey bee colonies. In their studies, titers of DWV and
KBV were found to be significantly higher in mite-infested bee samples,
and the elevated virus titers in mite-infested bees were suggested to be a
result of virus replication in infected bees due to the suppression of host
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immunity by varroa mite infestation. The laboratory experiments, cou-
pled with the field observations, provide unequivocal evidence of the
existence of a vector-borne transmission pathway in honey bees and
prove that the varroa mite is an effective vector and activator of honey
bee viruses.

Although both field and laboratory studies have confirmed that the
varroa mite is an effective vector in transmitting and activating bee virus
infections, the mechanism of mite-mediated transmission of bee viruses
is uncertain. In general, vector-borne transmission of a pathogen can
occur in two ways. Mechanical vector-borne transmission occurs when
the vector transmits the pathogen from one host to another but does not
support the replication of the pathogen. The pathogen is short-lived in a
mechanical vector which is only a carrier of the pathogen and not essen-
tial in the life cycle of the pathogen. Biological vector-borne transmission,
on the other hand, occurs when a vector is persistently infected with the
pathogen and the pathogenmultiplies in the body of the vector before it is
passed to another host. A biological vector may even be an essential part
of the pathogen’s life cycle. Ongus et al. (2004) reported the discovery of a
new virus from varroa mites, namely, Varroa destructor-1 (VDV-1), and
demonstrated that VDV-1 replicates in varroa mites as shown by RT-PCR
amplification of the negative strand of VDV-1-specific PCR fragment and
by scattered occurrence of paracrystalline structures of viral particles in
the cytoplasm of varroa mites in histological sections. Their studies also
showed that DWV sharing 83–84% nucleotide sequence identity with
VDV-1 and that DWV was found to be replicated in varroa mites. Find-
ings that viruses replicate in the varroa mite and that viruses are present
in mite saliva suggest that the varroa mite is likely a biological vector of
bee viruses (Ongus et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005b). Further studies of the
pathogenecity of VDV-1 in honey bees would shed more light on the
mechanism regulating virus–vector–host interactions and transmission
processes of the virus.
B. Vertical transmission

Vertical transmission in which viruses are passed vertically from mother
to offspring has long been known to occur in mammals, vertebrates,
arthropods, and plants (reviewed in Mims, 1981). Vertical transmission
routes of viruses in honey bees were proposed by Fries and Camazine
(2001) based on a honey bee disease model. However, it is difficult to
demonstrate vertical transmission experimentally by inoculating virus-
negative queens with purified viruses and then estimating the filial infec-
tion rates or recovering the viruses from the queens’ progeny due to the
following reasons: (1) most honey bee queens are virus carriers and it
is difficult to obtain virus-negative queens for virus inoculation; and
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(2) honey bees are often attacked by multiple viral infections, therefore,
it is difficult to purify virus particles that contain only a single virus.

Despite limitations, evidence of a vertical transmission pathway has
been documented in several reported studies (Chen et al., 2005, 2006b;
Shen et al., 2005a). The detection of multiple viruses in queens suggests
that a vertical transmission pathway exists within the bee colony and that
eggs have the opportunity to obtain viruses from an infected queen (Chen
et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2005a). Quantification of virus titer in the ovaries
of queens showed that virus concentration in ovaries was relatively
low when compared to other examined tissues. The weak virus signals
detected in ovaries suggests that virus infections in ovaries were retained
in a nonreplicate or latent stage so that viruses would not be propagated
to the level that would have a deleterious effect on the embryos (Chen
et al., 2006b).

The detection of virus in eggs, the developmental stage not normally
associated with any direct and indirect horizontal transmission routes,
provides evidence of vertical transmission in honey bees (Chen et al.,
2004a; Shen et al., 2005a). Further, the detection of viruses in surface-
sterilized eggs excludes the possibility of transovum transmission and
suggests the existence of a transovarial transmission pathway in which
viruses infect ovarian tissues of the queen and disseminate in developing
eggs before oviposition. In addition, the detection of a virus-positive
signal in larvae and a virus-negative signal in the royal jelly of the same
bee colonies excluded the possibility of foodborne transmission contribut-
ing to virus infections in the larval stages of bees and suggest possible
vertical transmission.

Field surveys of virus status of both mother queens and their offspring
showed more evidence of vertical transmission in honey bees. When
queens were found to be positive for certain viruses in bee colonies, the
same viruses were detected in their eggs, larvae, and adult worker bees,
though neither queens nor their offspring exhibited any overt symptoms
of disease. Meanwhile, when queens were negative for certain viruses,
these viruses could not be detected in their offspring. These data provide
an additional line of evidence that vertical transmission of viruses from
queens to their progeny is highly likely in honey bees (Chen et al, 2006b).
C. Discussion

The mode of transmission is a major determinant of a virus’ virulence.
Evolution of virulence is governed by competition between two transmis-
sion pathways (Ewald, 1983, 1987, 1994; Lipsitch et al., 1996). With hori-
zontal transmission, virulence will increase through production of high
numbers of pathogens. The greater the number of pathogens produced,
the higher the opportunities for host exploitation and thereby the higher
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rate of transmission. Hence, selection favors high virulence of pathogens.
In contrast, virulence of a pathogen decreases under vertical transmission
because the fitness of the pathogen is directly dependent on the survival
and reproduction of its hosts and any reduction in host reproductive
potential will cause a reduction in the reproduction of pathogen. Hence,
vertical transmission is associated with low virulence and latent infection.
However, if the replication rates of viruses are too high, high virulence
will result in high pathogen-induced host mortality, and hosts will lose
fitness before producing enough progeny to infect more hosts. On the
other hand, if the replication rate is too low, the pathogen will lose
opportunities to infect new hosts and thus will lose fitness. Therefore,
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a pathogen’s fitness is the result of pathogen–host interactions and
trade-offs between horizontal and vertical transmission.

Both horizontal and vertical transmission pathways have been proved
to be involved in virus transmission in honey bees. Viruses infect different
bee hosts of the same generation via foodborne transmission, fecal–oral
transmission, venereal transmission, and vector-borne transmission.
Viruses can also infect offspring of the current host via vertical transmis-
sion (Fig. 4). Both transmission pathways are important survival strategies
for viruses not only for their long-term persistence in bee population but
also for their establishment in nature. Viruses choose the appropriate
transmission pathway based on the developmental, physiological, ecolog-
ical, and epidemiological conditions. When colonies are under noncom-
petitive and healthy conditions, viruses remain in bee colonies via vertical
transmission and exist in a persistent or latent state without causing honey
bees to show any overt signs of infections. Alternatively, when honey bees
live under stressful conditions such as infestation of varroa mites, coinfec-
tion of other pathogens such as N. apis, or decline in food supply, viruses
switch to horizontal transmission and start to replicate. High numbers of
produced virions then becomemuchmore infectious, leading to the death
of hosts and possible collapse of the whole bee colony.
V. PATHOGENESIS

While transmission concerns the spread of viruses in a population, patho-
genesis dealswith the processes bywhich viruses infect and causedisease in
their target hosts. A virus infection depends on a number of pathogen and
host factors as well as environmental factors that affect pathogenesis. The
outcomes of the virus infection exhibited in the hosts vary, ranging from
inapparent infections to severe infections or acutely lethal diseases. Among
the wide spectrum of consequences of the virus infections, latent or persis-
tent infections are the most common and are considered to be a state of
balanced pathogenicity where multiplication of viruses is arrested by the
host’s defense mechanism but the viruses themselves remain in the host for
long periods of time without producing a manifesting infection. Viruses in
the latent state can be replicated if hosts are put under irregular conditions
or other environmental stresses, leading to the outbreak of overt diseases.
The asymptomatic virus carriers constitute major sources for the transmis-
sion of viruses in a population and have great epidemiological importance.

Elucidation of virus pathogenesis requires investigation of many
biological features of the viruses and their respective hosts.While transmis-
sion pathways of honey bee viruses have been well studied, not much is
known about the pathogenesis of viruses in honey bees. In this section, we
focus on the current available information involving pathogenic processes
of virus infections in honey bees.
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A. Causal relationship between a virus and a disease

One of the biggest challenges of studying virus pathogenesis in honey
bees is linking the virus infection with a particular disease and therefore
evaluating the economic impact of the virus infection. In the field, honey
bees are often infected by multiple viruses simultaneously, most of these
viruses usually persisting as latent infections in the bee hosts. In addition,
virus infections in honey bees are often associated with the infection
of other pathogens and infestation of parasites. Therefore, it is difficult
to prove that one disease is indeed caused by a particular virus and not
the result of mixed virus infections when hosts harbor multiple viruses.
However, studies with DWV have revealed that quantification of virus
loads using sequence-based methods provides a new way for proving
disease causation in infected bees (Chen, 2005; Chen et al., 2004a). Detec-
tion of the virus by RT-PCR assay showed that DWVwas present not only
in 100% of the adult bees with symptoms of wing deformity and reduced
body size, but also in 70% of the apparently healthy adult bees. This result
fulfills one of Koch’s postulates, a scientific standard for causal evidence
created by Dr. Robert Koch (1884), that the pathogen is present in every
case of the diseased individual. The quantification of virus titers by
TaqMan real-time quantitative RT-PCR showed that the DWV concentra-
tion in bees with the disease symptoms was 4.4-fold higher than in
apparently healthy adult bees and that there was no direct correlation
between doses of coexisting viruses other than DWV and the appearance
of disease symptoms. These results indicate that DWV titers in infected
adult bees are the determinants for the appearance of the disease. This
result satisfies the molecular revision of Koch’s postulates by Fredericks
and Relman (1996) that if sequence detection predicts disease and copy
numbers of the pathogen correlates with disease severity, then the rela-
tionship between a pathogen and a disease is more likely to be causal. The
study with DWV clearly demonstrates that the determination of viral
load can link the causal association between a virus and a disease when
multiple viruses coexist in the same host. Future efforts to determine the
critical threshold of the virus concentration required to induce the disease
will help to define viral dose requirements for host pathological responses
in order to monitor disease development in honey bee colonies.
B. Tissue tropism

The ability of a virus to invade the tissues of a host is a fundamental
requirement for a successful infection. The term ‘‘tissue tropism’’ is
referred to as the specificity of a virus to infect and replicate in particular
cells or tissues. Tissue tropism is determined mostly by (1) the chemical
affinity of the virus attachment protein with virus-specific receptors on
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the surface of a host cell; (2) the suitability of viral entry sites to support
virus replication; and (3) the ability of the virus to escape from the host’s
immediate immunity and thereby to establish long-term chronic or latent
infections. The first step of virus infection is the interaction between the
viral capsid protein and the specific receptor on the surface of the suscep-
tible host cell to allow the viral RNA to enter the cell cytoplasm. Despite
the fact that virus entry processes have been well established for several
family members of the Picornaviridae, such as Poliovirus (Basavappa et al.,
1998; Mendelsohn et al., 1989), molecular mechanisms of receptor recog-
nition that determine the tissue tropism of honey bee viruses are currently
unknown. Research on studying cellular aspects of the pathogenesis of
honey bee viruses is largely impeded by the lack of certified virus-free
bees and an in vitro cultivation system. While a long-term cultivation of
honey bee cells has been reported (Bergem et al., 2006), a permanent cell
line derived from honey bees is not yet available for bee virus propa-
gation. Studies of the mechanisms of tissue tropism that underlie virus
binding and spreading to different host cells require a full understanding
of the structural features of a virus particle. The atomic structure of a virus
particle by X-ray diffraction offers an opportunity to elucidate the molec-
ular determinants of the virus that are necessary for the recognition of
receptors and the specificity of tissue tropism. One essential requirement
for the crystallization and determination of a virus atomic structure is that
viruses need to be propagated in a cell culture and purified to a very high
degree. At present it is very difficult to obtain bee viruses in high purity
because bee viruses are usually grown in vivo and there is always the
chance that preparation of any particular bee virus may be contaminated
with one or more additional viruses. In addition, determination of the
presence or absence of virus-specific receptor molecules on the surface of
host cells and characterization of the interactions between receptors and
a particular virus is not even possible without an in vitro system. Due to
these difficulties, our knowledge of tissue tropism of honey bee viruses is
mostly limited to ultrastructural studies of virus cytopathology. There
have been attempts to culture embryonic bee cells in a highly nutritive
medium (Mitsuhashi, 2001, 2002) and in a classical medium (Bergem et al.,
2006). Cell migration from the explants was observed. The cells could be
maintained for a period of several weeks but passaging of the bee cells
failed. Although to date there are no continuous cell lines nor heteroge-
nous cell lines derived from honey bees for the proliferation of bee
viruses, the protocols for bee tissue cultures and setup of primary cultures
have been developed (Kaatz et al., 1985; Kreissl and Bicker 1992; Malun
et al., 2003; Rachinsky and Hartfelder, 1998).

Bee viruses exhibit some differences in their tissue tropism in their
bee hosts. Although bee viruses multiply abundantly and fatally when
injected into bee hemolymph, the initial infection site of most honey
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bee viruses usually occurs through the cuticle by direct contact between
healthy and infected bees or in the alimentary tract when bees ingest
virus-contaminated food. For example, KBV, CBPV, and ABPV are most
likely transmitted contagiously between crowded live bees via the cyto-
plasm of broken cuticular hairs, while SBV causes infection in bees when
both young adult bees and larvae ingest the virus particles mixed in with
their food (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Bailey et al., 1979, 1983; Ball and Bailey,
1991). These viruses are then further transmitted to brood via the glandu-
lar secretions of infected worker bees during feeding. Although BQCV
does not multiply readily when ingested by both worker bees and larvae,
it replicates abundantly in adult bees when they are also infected with
N. apis (Bailey, 1982a). SinceN. apis often causes gastrointestinal infections
in bees, it is believed that infection ofN. apis increases the susceptibility of
the alimentary tract to infection by BQCV, indicative of the alimentary
tract as an initial infection site for BQCV.

Honey bee viruses are able to spread their infections systemically from
initial sites to secondary target tissues of the host via the blood circula-
tion or nervous systems. KBV infects and replicates in most tissues of an
infected bee, including the fore- and hindgut epithelial tissue, alimentary
canal musculature, epidermis, tracheal epithelium, hemocytes, oenocytes,
and treacheal end cells. However, no evidence of KBV multiplication has
been found in the nerve tissues (Dall, 1987). SBV most commonly accu-
mulates in the hypopharyngeal glands of worker bees, but virus particles
have also been found in the cytoplasm of fat, muscle, and tracheal-end
cells of larvae (Lee and Furgala, 1967). CBPV has a particular tropism for
nervous tissues. This is probably why infection of CBPV is often asso-
ciated with paralysis behavior in infected bees. The CBPV particles can
also be found in the alimentary tract, mandibular, and hypopharyngeal
glands. However, CBPV does not appear in the cytoplasm of fat or muscle
tissues (Giauffret et al., 1966, 1970; Lee and Furgala, 1965). ABPV particles
have been seen in the cytoplasm of fat body cells, the brain, and hypo-
pharyngeal glands of acutely paralyzed bees (Bailey and Milne, 1969;
Furgala and Lee, 1966). Localization of DWV infection in queens and
drones by in situ hybridization and RT-PCR methods showed that DWV
infection is spread throughout the whole body, including the queen ovar-
ies, queen fat body, spermatheca, and drone seminal vesicles (Chen et al.,
2006b; Fievet et al., 2006). Nothing is known about the cytopathological
effects of BQCV in honey bees.
C. Host range

A virus’ host range is generally referred to as the range of host species that
a virus is capable of infecting, although host cell types that a virus infects
can also be considered to be a host range in a broad sense. The successful
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infection and replication of a virus in a host is a complex process involv-
ing the interaction and coevolution of virus and host (Moya et al., 2000).
Host species specificity is a genetic property of a virus and any changes
in host specificity can occur through virus mutation. RNA viruses show
the highest mutation rates among all pathogens, roughly one nucleotide
per genome is incorrectly reproduced in each replication (Bonhoeffer
and Sniegowski, 2002). The high mutation rates of RNA viruses are due
to error-prone replication, since there is no proofreading mechanism for
RdRps. Error-prone replication along with a short replication time and
large population size leads to high levels of genetic diversity of RNA
viruses and the formation of viral quasispecies. The viral quasispecies is a
population of genetic variants of virus organized in a way that a central
master sequence, the most frequent and fittest genotype, is surrounded
by a cloud of mutant sequences. Such an organization provides an evolu-
tionary advantage to RNA viruses and allows the viruses to evolve and
adapt to new environments and challenges during infection and some-
times to cross species barriers to new hosts. Host expansion is an impor-
tant evolutionary force for a virus population and allows viruses to expand
their ecological niche to a great diversity of resources and to reduce
competition among competitors.

Honey bee viruses display a host range that is not restricted to their
original A. mellifera host. Apart from the European honey bee, A. mellifera,
infections of SBV, KBV, and DWV have been reported in the eastern
honey bee A. cerana. Except for CBPV, the other five common bee viruses,
DWV, SBV, BQCV, KBV, and ABPV, are found to be harbored by the
varroa mite. The host range of ABPVwas shown to extend to at least three
bumble bee species (Bailey and Gibbs, 1964). KBV also has alternate hosts
in nature and infection of KBV has been detected in bumble bees (Bombus
spp.) from New Zealand and German wasps (Vespula germanica) from
Australia (Anderson, 1991). Current detection of DWV, in bumble bees,
B. terrestris and B. pascuorum, demonstrated the ability of DWV to expand
its host range (Genersch et al., 2006). Evidence that honey bee viruses
exploit multiple host species in their habitat reflects the genetic variability
and quasispecies nature of bee viruses. When a virus is expanded to a
different host or ecological niche, a new variant to adapt to changes of the
new environment may already be formed in a viral population. Further,
the widespread nature of a mixed virus infection in honey bees implies
that viruses sharing the same physiological niches have the potential to
undergo genetic changes by recombination or reassortment, leading to the
formation of genetic variants or emergence of new viral species. Further
studies on genetic variability of honey bee viruses would shed more light
on the pathogenesis of bee virus infections.
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VI. HOST DEFENSE MECHANISMS

A virus causes infection by invading host cells, multiplying new virions,
and exiting the host cell to attack others. As part of their survival strate-
gies, hosts have evolved effective mechanisms to defend against viral
invaders by employing multifaceted immune responses. Virulence and
pathogenesis are the consequences of the complex interactions between
the infecting virus and host immunity. Vertebrates deal with viral infe-
ctions by two types of immune responses, innate/nonspecific and adap-
tive/specific responses. The innate immune response is a rapid response
to prevent the spread of viruses during the early phase of the invasion.
The innate immune response includes synthesis of interferons to inhibit
virus replication and the induction of natural killer (NK) cells to lyse virus
infected cells. The adaptive immune response has two components, the
humoral and cell-mediated responses. The humoral response attacks
viruses when they are present in the host’s circulation by B-lymphocyte-
produced antibodies (immunoglobulins). The cell-mediated response
destroys virus-infected cells by T-lymphocyte-produced cytokines once
viruses have resided inside of the host cells. The adaptive immune res-
ponse can also result in the production of ‘‘memory cells’’ which endow
the immune system with the ability to respond much more rapidly and
effectively to a subsequent infection of the same virus, which provides
long-term protection against a given virus. In insects, NK cells, antibo-
dies, cytotoxic T cells, and memory cells are all lacking and the entire
immune system is innate. In general, insects utilize three lines of defense
to combat infections: physical and chemical barriers, humoral immune
responses, and cellular immune responses. In insect cellular immune res-
ponses, hemocytes confer cellular immunity to insects and hemocytic
response is mediated by phygocytosis, nodule formation, and encapsula-
tion of microbes. The insect humoral response is characterized by the
activation of the phenoloxidase cascade and biosynthesis of antimicrobial
peptides. The hemocytic and phenoloxidase responses are rapid and
present the first line of defense behind the physical and chemical barriers,
while the synthesis of antimicrobial peptides is much slower and begins
to appear some hours after the actual infection has been recognized.
Together, these responses constitute an effective defense system to protect
insects from challenges by numerous invaders (Schmid-Hempel, 2005).

While the humoral and cellular immune responses to bacterial and
fungal infections have been characterized and documented in honey
bees, relatively little is known concerning how honey bees recognize
and fight viral infections. However, we believe that honey bees do possess
effective defense mechanisms that protect them from virus infections.
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The commonly observed phenomenon that viruses persist in apparently
healthy colonies as latent infections is a good indication that honey bees
have the innate ability to resist the multiplication of virus infections.

Recent work has indicated that RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural,
conserved mechanism of antiviral immunity in plants, vertebrates, and
insects (Keene et al., 2004; Li et al., 2002; Voinnet, 2001). RNAi is an RNA-
dependent gene silencing process triggered by a long double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA). When dsRNA is introduced into a cell, a specific RNaseIII
endonuclease, Dicer, binds and cleaves dsRNA to produce double-
stranded fragments of 20–25 base pairs with 2-nt 30 overhangs, called
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). The siRNAs are integrated into the
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to activate the RISC. Activated
RISC bind to homologous mRNA and cause sequence-specific degrada-
tion of the target mRNA. Positive-stranded RNA viruses appear to be
potentially vulnerable to RNAi because the viruses replicate their gen-
omes through complementary strands resulting in dsRNA replication
intermediates that are attractive targets for siRNAs. Since the genomes
of most honey bee viruses are positive-stranded RNA molecules, we
would expect RNAi to also be an important defense mechanism against
viruses in honey bees.
A. Colony-level defense

The honey bee colony is considered to be a superorganism since a bee
colony often acts as a single unit to share labor, specialize in tasks,
and coordinate efforts. The homogeneous genetic structure, close physical
contact, and extensive social interactions among individuals make bee
colonies especially vulnerable to the infection and transmission of patho-
gens. On the other hand, the highly elaborate social organization of bee
colonies poses a special advantage for bee immunity to defend against the
infection of pathogens and to improve the survival of the colonies (Evans
and Pettis, 2005; Fries and Camazine, 2001; Naug and Camazine, 2002).
Therefore, it is sometimes necessary to look at the host defense mechan-
isms at the colony level. Completion of genome sequences of the honey
bee shows that A. mellifera, compared to Anopheles and Drosophila, has
fewer paralogs for genes related to innate immunity, with about one-third
of the total number of genes found in Anopheles and Drosophila for 17
immune-related gene families (Evans et al., 2006; Honey Bee Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2006). Honey bee immunity against intruders
is constituted not only by individual-level defense regulated by immune-
related genes, but also by the colony-level defense mechanism. Compared
to other nonsocial insects, the reduction of immune-related genes in
honey bees may be a result of strengthened colony-level defense.
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Hygienic behavior is characterized by the rapid detection of diseased
and dead brood, uncapping of the brood cell, and removal of the affected
brood by worker bees. The hygienic behavior of worker bees is an impor-
tant aspect of the honey bee’s immunity and has been shown to be
effective against American foulbrood, chalkbrood, nosema, and varroa
mites in colonies (Gilliam et al., 1983; Park et al., 1937; Peng et al., 1987;
Rothenbuhler, 1964; Spivak and Reuter, 2001; Woodrow and Holst, 1942).
In addition, hygienic activity has been shown to be an effective defensive
strategy against virus infections in honey bees. For example, adult worker
bees could quickly detect larvae with SBV infection and remove them
from the colony to prevent further spread of the infection (Bailey et al.,
1964). The cleaning or mutual grooming behaviors displayed by worker
bees are believed to be responsible for the spontaneous disappearance
of SBV infection in the field during the summer when bee colonies are
large and foraging activity is high and the ratio of larvae to adult bees is
diminishing (Bailey et al., 1964). The worker bees in the colonies have also
been observed to display aggressive behaviors toward bees affected with
CBPV (Drum and Rothenbuhler, 1983). The spontaneous disappearance
of CBPV infection in bee colonies has also been associated with bee
hygienic behavior provoked by the virus infection (Bailey, 1967).

Honey bees have been observed to generate a brood comb fever in
response to invasion by the heat-sensitive pathogen Ascosphaera apis
before larvae are killed (Starks et al., 2000). This fever-producing behavior
is a special social defense strategy displayed in honey bees. Brood comb
fever can elevate the colony environmental temperature to a level that is
above the optimum growing temperature for a microorganism so that the
growth and replication of the microorganism are arrested. The higher
temperature can also result in the increase of bee metabolism, thereby
speeding up the immune activities of individual bees against themicrobial
infections.

Additionally, honey bees improve their resistance to disease infections
by producing antimicrobial substances in their hive products. Propolis is
a resinous substance collected from tree sap or other plant sources and
then mixed with wax by honey bees. Propolis has been identified to be
rich in a group of biologically active antioxidants called flavonoids, which
promote natural immunity and cell regeneration (Greeneway et al., 1990).
It has been shown that propolis not only functions as a cement to seal nest
cracks or cavities but also has antimicrobial properties that help the hive
block out viruses, bacteria, and other microorganisms (Kujumgiev et al.,
1999; Miorin et al., 2003). Another important feature of honey bees’ natural
defense is the antimicrobial activity of colony food, including honey,
pollen, and royal jelly. The antibiotic agents (also called ‘‘inhibin’’) inhibit
the development of bacteria and fungi in stored food (Burgett, 1997).
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Glucose oxidase is an enzyme known to possess antimicrobial activity
against insect pathogens. Glucose oxidase is expressed specifically in the
hypopharyngeal gland of honey bees and secreted into the royal jelly,
providing protection to bee brood from infection of microorganisms
(Ohashi et al., 1999; Santos et al., 2005). Although the antimicrobial proper-
ties of colony food to bacterial and fungal infections have been documen-
ted, there have been no reports regarding antiviral activities of the colony
food in honey bees. Identification of neopterin which displayed some
antiviral properties against Coxsackie B virus, a member of the Picorna-
virus, in royal jelly implies that colony food may have antiviral effects
against viruses (Bratslavska et al., 2007; Hamerlinck, 1999). The future
identification and characterization of antiviral agents from bees and col-
ony food will be a significant contribution to the management of virus
diseases in honey bees.
B. Individual-level defense

1. Physical and chemical barriers
Honey bee viruses usually enter the host through the alimentary tract
during feeding or trauma on the body surface, though they can also dir-
ectly enter the blood circulation via bites by varroa mites or other insects.
Like other insects, honey bees can utilize both physical and chemical
barriers as a primary line of passive defense to avoid infection. Both
physical and chemical barriers confer nonspecific immunity to honey
bees. The physical barrier includes the outer cuticle exoskeleton, the
chitinous linings of the trachea, the cuticle lining of the foregut and
hindgut, and the peritrophic membrane of the midgut. The rigid epider-
mal cuticle physically separates internal tissues from the external envi-
ronment and thereby provides protection against microbial invasion. The
peritrophic membrane, a chitinous matrix lining of the midgut, con-
stitutes a second interface protecting internal tissues from external envi-
ronment and also functions as a permeability barrier to keep pathogens
that enter the alimentary canal with food from entering the hemocoel
through the gut wall. Additionally, the biochemical environment of the
gut can form a chemical barrier to inhibit the multiplication and spread of
pathogens to other body tissues.

2. Cellular immune response
Although the physical and chemical barriers usually keep pathogens
from entering the body, pathogens occasionally break through these
defenses and begin to multiply. Whenever physical and chemical barriers
are breached, honey bees can actively protect themselves from infection
by employing an innate immunity response which represents a second
line of defense and occurs immediately on infection. The primary goal of
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the immune system is the recognition of pathogens and differentiation
of nonself from self molecules. Once a microorganism is recognized as
foreign, the immune system is activated to mount a defensive response to
kill or eliminate the intruder. Insects lack immunoglobulin-based immune
responses. The recognition of nonself is achieved by pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs) that are germline-encoded immune proteins that recog-
nize the pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) presented on
the surface of microorganisms. There are two families of PRRs: the pepti-
doglycan recognition proteins (PGRPs) and the Gram-negative binding
proteins (GNBPs). The binding of PAMPs to PGRPs and GNBPs activates
the proteolytic cascades involving serine protease and serpins. These
cascades trigger an intracellular humoral pathway that controls antimicro-
bial peptide expression and a variety of unspecific cell defense reactions
includingphagocytosis, nodule formation, encapsulation andmelanization,
which entails immediate action against foreign intruders.

Phagocytosis is the primary response of hemocytes to small microor-
ganisms such as bacteria. It involves the binding of hemocyte proteins
to bacterial or fungal polysaccharides, changes in hemocyte number and
morphology, and intracellular killing of pathogens. Nodule formation is
a multi-hemocyte-cooperated cellular immune response. Hemocytes may
entrap a large number of bacteria in hemocyte aggregates called nodules.
Nodule formation is an important mechanism for cleaning large doses of
microorganism in the hemolymph. When a foreign invader is too large to
be phagocytosed or to be formed into a nodule, it becomes encapsulated
by a capsule-like envelope that is made of multiple layers of hemocytes or
a melanin coat or both. Encapsulation is the most effective cell-mediated
immune mechanism in defending against large intruders such as para-
sitoid. Hemocyte-mediated killing mechanism is often accomplished by
phenoloxidase activity and melanization. Melanization is triggered by the
activation of a phenoloxidase cascade. A key enzyme, phenoloxidase,
converts phenols into quinines, which subsequently polymerize to
melanin. Melanin is deposited around a foreign invader before more
hemocytes are recruited, leading to the eventual formation of a melanized
cell capsule accompanied by elevated levels of nitric oxide, superoxide
anion, and hydrogen peroxide in the host. However, there is another sort
of encapsulation, cellular encapsulation, that does not depend on oxygen
and can occur without any sign of melanization. Killing by cellular encap-
sulation probably depends on the lysozyme hydrolytic mechanisms
(Carton and Nappi, 2001; Dimopoulos, 2003; Dunn, 1986; Lavine and
Strand, 2002).

The cell-mediated immune response to fungus infections has been
characterized in honey bees (Glinski and Buczek, 2003). Two critical
enzymes, phenol oxidase and glucose dehydrogenase that play an impor-
tant role in melanin synthesis and are necessary for defense against
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intruding microorganisms and parasites, are present in the hemolymph
of the honey bees (Yang and Cox-Foster, 2005; Zufelato et al., 2004).
The genes that encode serine protease and serpins, which involve in
the binding of PAMPs to PGRPs and GNBPs, have been identified in
the genome of the honey bee, suggesting that honey bees have an innate
immune system that enable them to defend against various microorgan-
isms and parasites (Honey Bee Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2006;
Zou et al., 2006). However, how honey bees combat viral infections via
cell-mediated defense reaction remains undefined.

3. Humoral immune response
Insect humoral immune responses involve secretion of antimicrobial
peptides by fat bodies that is functionally equivalent to the mammalian
liver, into the hemolymph in response to challenges to the immune sys-
tem. Most of our knowledge of the insect humoral immune response is
derived from studies of Drosophila. To date, seven classes of antimicrobial
peptides, including attacin, cecropin, defensin, diptericin, drosocin, dro-
somycin, and metchnikowin, have been identified in Drosophila, and their
expression has been found to be regulated by two NF-kB signaling path-
ways, Toll pathway and immune deficiency (Imd) pathway (reviewed
by Bulet et al., 2004; Leclerc and Reichhart, 2004). The humoral signaling
pathway is also triggered by the binding of PAMPs to PGRPs and GNBPs
which is involved in the upstream infection recognition. The Toll pathway
has long been recognized to be a critical signaling pathway during Gram-
positive bacterial and fungal infections. The Toll transduction cascade
is activated when the ligand, Spätzle, binds to the transmembrane Toll
receptor and induces the recruitment of a protein complex consisting of
MyD88, Tube, and Pelle. The recruitment of the protein complex leads
to the proteasome-dependent degradation of cactus. The degradation of
cactus allows translocation of two NF-kB transcription factors, Dif and
Dorsal, to the nucleus, causing rapid expression of gene-encoding antimi-
crobial peptides such as defensin, drosomycin, and metchnikowin. Imd
signaling pathway, in contrast, is specific for Gram-negative bacteria
although it is activated in a similar fashion to the Toll pathway. The
Imd pathway activates a transcription factor, Relish, and the processed
Relish then enters the nucleus where it regulates the expression of the
gene-encoding antibacterial peptides such as attacin, cecropin, diptericin
and drosocin. A study by Zambon et al. (2005) reported that both the Toll
and Imd pathways were activated in Drosophila by an infection of Dro-
sophila X virus (DXV), a dsRNA virus. Their studies showed that Toll
pathway was required for the inhibition of DXV replication and that
the inactivation of the Toll pathway could result in increases in virus
titer and death in infected flies. This study clearly indicates that the Toll
pathway was an essential part of the antiviral response in Drosophila.
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Another study conducted by Dostert et al. (2005) showed that infection of
Drosophila C virus (DCV), a member of the genus Cripavirus and the family
Dicistroviridae, that several honey bee viruses also belong to, induced
a set of genes distinct from those regulated by the Toll and Imd pathways
and triggered a Janus Kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcrip-
tion (Jak-STAT) DNA-binding activity. Therefore, they suggested that
a Jak-STAT signaling pathway is required for an antiviral response in
Drosophila (Dostert et al., 2005). The Jak-STAT pathway is ubiquitous
amongst vertebrates. The signaling pathway takes part in the regulation
of cellular responses to a variety of cytokines and growth factors to alter
gene expression. The binding of a cytokine or growth factor to its receptor
activates Jak, a cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase, and triggers it to phosphory-
late and stimulate STAT, a gene regulatory protein, to detach from the
receptor and translocate to the nucleus. Different STATs accumlated in
the nucleus form hetero- and homodimers that induce expression of their
target genes. Studies by Dostert et al. clearly indicated that in addition to
Toll and Imd pathways for defense against bacterial and fungal infections,
another evolutionarily conserved innate immune pathway, Jak-STAT
pathway, exists in Drosophila and participates in the function of antiviral
infections.

Several antimicrobial peptides including abaecin, apidaecin, hyme-
noptaecin, and defensin have been identified in the hemolymph of honey
bees on induction of bacterial infections (Casteels et al., 1989, 1990;
Casteels-Josson et al., 1994). These peptides do appear to be involved in
the bee immune response to pathogen infections. A recent genome-wide
analysis of honey bee immunity indicates that honey bees possess ortho-
logues for the core members involved in different recognition and signal-
ing pathways including Toll, Imd, Jak-STAT, as well as JNK, which is also
a pivotal actor in the Drosophila immune response and involves the
activation of transcriptional factor, Basket, though the functions of most
honey bee components in these pathways remain to be validated (Evans
et al., 2006). The data generated from Drosophila studies indicate that
insects have an effective innate immune system that is able to respond
not only to bacterial and fungal infections but also to viral infections.
Knowledge of the antiviral immunity demonstrated in Drosophila should
provide us with important insight into the relationship between virus
infections and host immune responses in honey bees.
VII. MANAGEMENT OF VIRUS INFECTIONS

Viral disease outbreaks as well as inapparent viral infections can seriously
affect the profitability of the beekeeping industry. Beekeepers are advised
to take measures to limit viral infections, although as with any other
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animal and plant viruses, chemotherapies for killing bee viruses are
currently not possible. An integrated pest management program for bee
diseases caused by viruses should include at least the following three
components: (1) accurate diagnosis of diseases that allows rapid develop-
ment and implementation of control strategies, (2) good beekeeping man-
agement practice that enhances honey bees’ natural immunity to virus
infections, and (3) selecting and breeding of disease-resistant strains of
honey bees.

A rapid and accurate diagnosis of virus infections is a critical compo-
nent of the virus surveillance and control program. It will help to deter-
mine the epidemiology of bee viral infections and to monitor honey bee
colonies for viruses to prevent the spread of diseases. For many years,
the detection and identification of viral infection in honey bees were
based largely on serological methods like Ouchterlony gel diffusion,
indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA), and enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) tests (Allen and Ball, 1995; Allen et al., 1986; Anderson,
1984). The development of molecular methods has revolutionized the
diagnosis of viral diseases and provided powerful tools for specific,
sensitive, and rapid identification of viruses. The RT-PCR method has
become a standardmethod for detection, quantification, and phylogenetic
analysis of honey bee viruses (Bakonyi et al., 2002; Benjeddou et al., 2001;
Evans, 2001; Grabensteiner et al., 2001; Hung et al., 1996a; Ribiere et al.,
2002; Stoltz et al., 1995; Tentcheva et al., 2004a). With increasing genomic
information of bee viruses, we would expect that nucleic acid–based
methods such as Northern blotting, real-time RT-PCR, microarray analy-
sis, and other emerging methods will continue to serve as predominant
tools for the diagnosis of viral diseases in honey bees.

Good bee management practice is fundamental for enhancing honey
bees’ natural immunity, which is the most useful tool in combating viral
diseases. Stressful circumstances can favor outbreaks of viral diseases,
thus any efforts that strengthen the colony health are expected to reduce
the risk of virus infections. Since the varroa mite has been proven to be an
effective vector in transmitting and activating viruses, timely and efficient
control of the varroa mite population will reduce the incidence of viral
diseases. A mathematical model proposed by Sumpter and Martin (2004)
predicts that virus-associated winter collapses can be avoided if bee
colonies are treated with varroacides in the summer to decrease the
ABPV and DWV loads below a critical level. In addition to controlling
the vector population, effective management of bee viral diseases can
be achieved by maintaining good sanitation practices, feeding bees with
the proper quantity and quality of food, and replacing combs and queens
when the problem is serious.
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Selection and breeding of disease resistant bee strains are an effective
way to defend against viral attacks in honey bees. Several traits of honey
bees, such as hygienic behavior and suppressed mite reproduction (SMR),
are important behavioral mechanisms of disease resistance (Harbo and
Harris, 2005; Lapidge et al., 2002). The highly hygienic bees can efficiently
suppress the virus infection and V. destructor infestation by quickly recog-
nizing and removing the diseased brood and varroa mites from combs.
Nonhygienic bee lines show a slower removal response to diseased bee
brood than bee stocks selected for hygienic traits (Spivak andGilliam, 1998).
Such hygienic behavior strongly depends on gene effects and has been the
basis for breeding programs. The development of an integrated program to
select bee populations with desirable traits, to preserve honey bee germ-
plasm, and to arrange the mating of queens and drones will provide an
important tool to breed for disease-resistant genotypes and hold great
promise for colony-level disease resistance. In addition,with the completion
of the honey bee genomic sequence, it becomes possible to conduct gene-
based selection for genotypeswith defensive and hygienic behaviors and to
characterize the genes that confer disease resistance and to genetically
manipulate the genes to enhance the disease resistance in honey bees.
VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In recent years, progress in honey bee virus research has been impressive.
However, infections of viruses in honey bees have not been fully character-
ized at themolecular level and there aremany gaps in our knowledge of the
key processes underlying the dynamics of virus transmission, epidemiol-
ogy, pathogenesis, and host immunity to virus infections. For example,
what mechanisms regulate the virus transmission process, how viral gene
expression contributes to disease pathogenesis, and how host immune
responses regulate virus survival and replication? In addition, recent prog-
ress in the understanding of bee virus infections is limited to the aforemen-
tioned six honey bee viruses; the other previously identified honey bee
viruses such as Filamentous virus, A. iridescent virus, Cloudy wing virus,
Bee virus X, Bee virus Y, Arkansas bee virus, Egypt bee virus, slowparalysis
virus, Thai Sacbrood, and Berkeley bee picornavirus remain poorly char-
acterized.Moreover, identified viruses can act in new and unexpectedways
and new viruses keep emerging, forming additional challenges in the
elucidation of viral infections. The availability of the bee genome sequence
in conjunction with new technologies opens exciting possibilities for
exploring new aspects of virus life in the host and foretells future advances
in bee virus research.
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